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This paper presents a novel Bayesian-basedmethod for predicting brittleness. The
method involves synthesizing petrophysical data from multiple well cores to
establish a joint Gaussian distribution function for shale facies and non-shale
facies. Furthermore, Bayesian facies classification is applied to seismic data. The
proposed method combines non-shale facies data with Rickman brittleness data
to obtain a new brittleness index. The joint Gaussian distribution function and
Bayesian classification are utilized to enhance the differentiation of brittleness
among different geological bodies. Practical data analysis demonstrates that the
new brittleness index effectively increases the contrast in brittleness values
between various geological bodies, highlighting target areas of interest. The
presented method offers a promising approach for brittleness prediction,
leveraging the integration of petrophysical and seismic data through Bayesian
techniques. The results suggest its potential applicability in enhancing the
characterization and understanding of geological formations.
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1 Introduction

Rock brittleness is a crucial factor in unconventional oil and gas exploration. Elasticity
parameters, such as elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio, are commonly used to characterize
rock brittleness. Highly brittle rocks exhibit complex mesh fractures, while low brittleness
formations tend to have simple fractures. Several factors influence rock brittleness, including
rock components, pore fluids and pressures, surrounding pressures, temperatures, and force
evolution processes (QIN et al., 2016; MAKOWITZ andMILLIKEN, 2003; RICKMAN et al.,
2008; ZHANG et al., 2017; CAO et al., 2021).

Seismic data inversion is the primary method used to guide practical production. It can
be subdivided into three approaches: pre-stack inversion for wave velocity and density, direct
inversion of brittleness-related elastic impedance, and inversion of elastic parameters using
an anisotropic rock physics equivalent medium theory model. The normalized modulus of
elasticity and Poisson’s ratio are widely used to calculate the brittleness index.

However, the definition and measurement of rock brittleness still require further research
and new proposals. The lithology and mineral composition of rocks significantly influence
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brittleness, with minerals like dolomite, quartz, and feldspar exhibiting
brittleness, while clays, rock fragments, and organic matter exhibit
plasticity. The relationship between brittle mineral content and rock
brittleness in different rocks remains an open question.

Although various methods exist to study brittleness, seismic data
inversion is the primary method for practical applications. It can be
performed through pre-stack inversion, which simultaneously obtains
wave velocities, densities, and other parameters. The Aki–Richards
approximation and the BI-Zoeppritz equation have been developed to
extract the brittleness index directly from seismic data. Empirical
formulas based on Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, such as Eqs
1, 2, are commonly used for brittleness calculations, but they have
limitations (Luan et al., 2014; LIU and SUN, 2015).

BI1 � E

v
, (1)

Researchers have proposed alternative approaches integrating the
mineralogy-based brittleness index (BIM) and elastic parameters (BIE)
to interpret rock facies from elastic parameters in seismic inversion.
Statistical petrophysical techniques and spatial constraints, such as
Markov random fields and Markov chains, have been employed to
enhance the accuracy and continuity of interpretation results.

In conclusion, rock brittleness plays a vital role in unconventional
oil and gas exploration. It is necessary to develop more accurate
methods to evaluate rock brittleness and better understand
underground reservoir information. Seismic data inversion and the
integration of different parameters show promise in improving the
characterization of rock brittleness and facilitating practical applications
(Mukerji et al., 2001; Avseth et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2019).

2 Geological background

The southeastern part of the Junggar Basin (Zhundong area) is
located east of Urumqi, west of Mulei, south of Jimsar and Qitai, and
north of IrinhebirgenMountain. It is about 200 km long from east to

west and 30 km–50 km wide from north to south (Sun, 2015). The
research area is separated into two major blocks by the Bogda
Mountains, located at the West Bogda perimeter and north of the
East Bogda Mountains. The research area of Zhundong includes
three seismic working areas: Qian 1 area, Mucan area and Qi 1 area.

The seismic data used in this thesis are from the Qian1 workings
(Figure 1). It is located in the eastern part of the Shiqiantan
Depression, with an area of 190 km2, and is a newly developed
area with only one drilled well.

There are 200–300 m high-quality hydrocarbon source rocks
interspersed with dolomitic siltstone and siltstone in the middle and
lower part of theUpper Permian Pingdiquan Formation in the northern
part of the Zhundong area. The lithology is dense, with an average
porosity of 5%–6% and permeability lower than 0.01 mD, and has long
been regarded as a low-efficiency formation for exploration. In recent
years, the industrial oil flow has been obtained inHuobei 2 well, Huobei
021 well, Huodong 1 well, and Shishu 1 well, which reveals the rich tight
oil resources in the area with broad exploration prospects. The rock
physical characteristics of Permian in the Zhundong area need to be
clarified. The traditional brittleness prediction methods are weak, so
new brittleness methods need to be developed by applying pre-stack
information (Xiao, 2015).

3 Bayesian-based brittleness
calculation method

Both the mean and covariance values were derived from
petrophysical experimental data. Additionally, the samples obtained
from these experiments were manually classified into two categories:
shale and non-shale (Figure 2). To calculate the probability of shale and
non-shale, we assign a brittleness value of 0 to shale and 1 to non-shale.
The probability equations for non-shale and shale are as follows:

P None − Shalepost
∣∣∣∣E, σ( ) � N E; μ1 ,∑1( )P π � None − Shale( )

N E; μ1 ,∑1( )P π � None − Shale( ) +N E; μ2 ,∑2( )P π � shale( ),
(2)

P Shalepost
∣∣∣∣E, σ( ) � N E; μ1 ,∑1( )P π � Shale( )

N E; μ1,∑1( )P π � None − Shale( ) +N E; μ2 ,∑2( )P π � shale( ),
(3)

Here, the mean for the non-shale facies is
μ1 � [μE inNone−Shale, μσ inNone−Shale]T, and the mean for the shale
facies is μ2 � [μE in Shale, μσ in Shale]T. The covariance matrix for the

non-shale facies is Σ1 � Σ2
1,E Σ1,EΣ1,σ

Σ1,EΣ1,σ Σ2
1,σ

[ ], and the covariance

matrix for the shale facies is Σ2 � Σ2
2,E Σ2,Eσ2,σ

Σ2,EΣ2,σ Σ2
2,σ

[ ].
In the Zhundong area, there are 29 petrophysical samples, with

21 classified as shale facies. Therefore, P(π � shale) � 21
29 ≈ 0.7241,

and P(π � None − Shale) � 8
29 ≈ 0.2579 , based on the counts of

samples.
Brittleness is calculated using the equation proposed by

Rickman et al. (2008).

BI � 1
2

E − E min

E max − Emin
+ σ − σ max

σ min − σ max
( ), (4)

In Eq. 4, BI represents the brittleness index, E denotes Young’s
modulus. σ denotes Poisson’s ratio. Emin and Emax are the minimum
and maximum values of Young’s modulus, and σ min and σ max are the

FIGURE 1
The distribution range of the Zhundong area.
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FIGURE 2
Gaussian joint distribution of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio for cores from the Zhundong area (A) and their marginal distribution (non-shale
facies samples in the upper left; shale facies samples in the lower right) (B).

FIGURE 3
Comparison of conventional brittleness and new brittleness sections. (A)Qian1 well Rickman formula brittleness values at Inline1210. (B)Qian1 well
non-shale facies values at Inline1210. (C) New brittleness values at Inline1210 Qian1 well. (D) Inline1210 Rickman formula brittleness value. (E)
Inline1210 non-shale values. (F) Inline1210 new brittleness value.
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minimum and maximum values of Poisson’s ratio. The equation
normalizes Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, assigning equal
weight of 50% to each, to define brittleness. A higher value indicates
greater brittleness and a higher likelihood of rock fracturing.

We propose a new brittleness equation:

BINew � norm{ P None − Shalepost( ) + 1[ ]
×

1
2

E − Emin

E max − E min
+ σ − σ max

σ min − σ max
( ) + 1[ ]},

(5)

where BINew denotes the newly defined brittleness. norm denotes the
normalization operator. P(None − Shalepost) denotes the posterior
probability of the non-shale facies. By adding one to both
P(None − Shalepost) and BI, we amplify the brittleness difference, as
multiplication of values between 0 and 1 tends to reduce their product.

While seismic data-based assessments of Young’s modulus and
Poisson’s ratio may lack accuracy, the petrophysical data obtained
from laboratory cores is highly precise. However, as the Qian1
survey encompasses a new exploration area with only one well and
six sampled cores, the obtained petrophysical parameters may not be

FIGURE 4
Comparison of conventional brittleness and new brittleness slices. (A) Upper sweet spot Rickman brittleness maximum amplitude slice; (B) upper
sweet spot new brittleness maximum amplitude slice; (C) lower sweet spot Rickman brittleness maximum amplitude slice; (D) lower sweet spot new
brittleness maximum amplitude slice.
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comprehensive. To address this, we can consider using exploratory
cores from other surveys in the same Zhundong area, such as the
Mucan survey and the Qi1 survey, as reference. Integrating and
cross-correcting petrophysical and seismic data through the
Bayesian method enhances credibility and accuracy.

4 Actual seismic data application

The integrated analysis of the data revealed that themain reservoir in
the study area exhibits a distinctive “Double sweet spots” characteristic.
This characteristic indicates the presence of two distinct zones within the
reservoir that offer favorable conditions for hydrocarbon accumulation.
The identification of these double sweet spots has significant implications
for reservoir evaluation, production optimization, and resource
management in the study area.

Figure 3 presents the application of a new brittleness value that
exhibits the characteristics of a double sweet spots in the Qian1 survey,
in contrast to the conventional Rickman brittleness measure. This new
brittleness value offers improved insights into the rock formation under
investigation. By comparing the slices depicted in Figure 4, the
enhanced brittleness measure highlights a significant increase in
differentiation between highly brittle rocks and less brittle rocks
within the target horizon, surpassing the capabilities of the Rickman
brittleness measure. Consequently, the new brittleness measure enables
a more pronounced visualization of the target geology and provides a
means to discern finer details within the horizon.

The utilization of the new brittleness value in the Qian1 survey is
noteworthy due to its ability to identify a double sweet spots. A
double sweet spots refers to a geological phenomenon where two
distinct regions within a formation exhibit an increased likelihood of
hydraulic fracturing success. By incorporating this feature into the
brittleness value, the new measure assists in identifying and
characterizing these favorable zones more effectively. This
enhanced understanding of the formation’s double sweet spots
distribution can be crucial in optimizing hydraulic fracturing
operations and maximizing production.

The comparison of slices in Figure 4 further illustrates the advantages
of the new brittleness measure over the conventional Rickman approach.
The enhanced differentiation between highly brittle rocks and less brittle
rocks within the target horizon allows for better identification and
delineation of rock layers with varying degrees of brittleness. As a
result, the new measure facilitates a more accurate representation of
the target geology and enables geoscientists and engineers to make more
informed decisions regarding well placement, fracture design, and overall
reservoir management.

The improved visualization of details within the horizon provided
by the new brittleness measure can have significant implications for
reservoir characterization and production optimization. It allows for a
more precise understanding of the geological heterogeneity within the
formation, aiding in the identification of potential flow barriers,
fracture network connectivity, and overall reservoir quality
assessment. Furthermore, the increased resolution offered by the
new measure aids in the interpretation of the depositional
environment, lithology changes, and structural features, enabling a
more comprehensive evaluation of the subsurface reservoir.

In summary, the introduction of the new brittleness value in the
Qian1 survey demonstrates its ability to capture the characteristics of a

double sweet spots, effectively highlighting favorable zones for hydraulic
fracturing. Additionally, the enhanced differentiation between highly
brittle and less brittle rocks within the target horizon, compared to the
Rickman brittleness measure, enables a more prominent representation
of the target geology and enhances the visualization of details within the
formation. The improved understanding of the reservoir’s geological
heterogeneity and enhanced characterization of the subsurface can
significantly impact decision-making processes related to well
placement, fracture design, and reservoir management strategies.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we have proposed a novel brittleness calculation
formula by combining the Rickman brittleness formula with seismic
data. This approach addresses the limitations of the Rickman
formula, which solely relies on Young’s modulus and Poisson’s
ratio. The research survey focused on a new zone with limited data,
including only one exploratory well and scarce core data. To
overcome this data scarcity, we leveraged existing well data from
other surveys located in the southeast of Junggar Basin to determine
the distribution patterns of shale and non-shale facies.

By utilizing a Gaussian joint distribution function, we successfully
classified the seismic facies based on the determined patterns of shale
and non-shale facies. The integration of facies classification with the
Rickman brittleness results allowed us to obtain the new brittleness
value, which provides a more comprehensive assessment of the target
reservoir’s brittleness characteristics.

Importantly, we enhanced the reliability of the data by incorporating
the core data from several wells located in the southeast of Junggar Basin.
By processing the inverse performance of Young’smodulus andPoisson’s
ratio using this extended dataset, we ensured the accuracy and reliability
of the new brittleness formula.

The processing of actual seismic data demonstrated the superior
performance of the new brittleness equation compared to the
Rickman brittleness formula. The new approach effectively
highlighted the target reservoir, enabling a more precise
characterization and visualization of the brittleness distribution.

Overall, ourfindings emphasize the significance of integrating seismic
data, facies classification, and reliable core data to improve brittleness
analysis in exploration and production activities. The proposed method
offers a valuable contribution to the field of reservoir characterization and
decision-making processes. Its application has the potential to enhance
hydraulic fracturing operations, optimize well placement, and maximize
hydrocarbon production in similar geological contexts.
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Appendix

The basic Bayesian formula is

P m|d( ) � P d|m( )P m( )
P d( ) , (6)

where m is the model parameter. d is the actual seismic data.
P(m|d) is the posterior probability. P(d|m) is the likelihood
function, usually Gaussian distribution (Yin and Zhang, 2014;
Dai et al., 2016; Zhang and Dai, 2016). P(m) is the prior
distribution of the model variables. P(d) corresponds to the
probability of the data, which is normalized using a constant.

The Gaussian distribution equation is given by:

f x( ) � 1
σ

���
2π

√ exp − x − μ( )2
2σ2

( ). (7)

Assume that Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio σ obey a
joint Gaussian distribution, i.e.,

σ
E

[ ] ~ N nσ ,nE
μσ
μE

[ ], Σσ Σσ,E

ΣE,σ ΣE
[ ]( ), (9)

where Σσ,E � ΣE,σ � Cov(σ, E) represents the covariance function,
which must be symmetric and have positive terms. The symbol “~”
indicates that the variables are distributed accordingly.
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